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Door Furniture

NECO Concealed Transom Door Closer
The NECO Concealed Transom Door Closer delivers
effective door control and smooth closing.
It is suitable for use with alumnium doors and shopfronts.
Available as hold-open and non hold-open.
Backloaders (not included) can be purchased seperately.

NECO Outside Locking Handle
The NECO Outside Locking Handle is a heavy duty outside
key lock suitable for commercial properties and public
buildings.
2 x Keys Included.

NECO Outside Locking Knob
The NECO Outside Locking Knob is a heavy duty outside key
lock suitable for commercial properties and public buildings.
2 x Keys Included.

NECO Pull Handle
The NECO Pull Handle is suitable for use on steel or other
industrial doors in commercial properties or public buildings.
The handle is in a “D” shape and protrudes 55mm from the
base plate.

NECO Panic Push Pad
The NECO Panic Push Pad comes with a latch and is for use
on final exit doors.
Comes in a sleek silver finish.

TO PLACE ORDER:
FREEPHONE 0800 731 3682 or email sales@britaliadoors.co.uk

Door Furniture
NECO Push Panic Bolt
The NECO Push Panic Bolt is suitable for use on single or
double leaf outward opening fire escape route doors.
Suitable for left or right hand doors.
Emergency exit sign and fittings included.

NECO Push Panic Latch
The NECO Push Panic Latch is suitable for use on single or
double leaf outward opening fire escape route doors.
Suitable for left or right hand doors.
Emergency exit sign and fittings included.

NECO Flush Bolts
NECO Flush Bolts are used for securely locking dual
aluminium or French Doors in both commercial and
domestic locations.
They are morticed into the door to create a flush surface
on either the front of the door or in-between two doors to
securely bolt together.

NECO Twin Ball-Bearing Hinges
NECO Twin Ball Bearing Door Hinges are morticed into a
heavy duty or fire door to enable smooth and flexible
opening and closing.
Sold as a pair.

TO PLACE ORDER:
FREEPHONE 0800 731 3682 or email sales@britaliadoors.co.uk
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To place an order contact our Sales Team:
02920 667 555
sales@britaliadoors.co.uk

